
Personal learning  
can be supported by  
setting up individual 
programmes of work

Worksheets can be  
printed out

Help screens can be shown 
alongside games as you 

play them

Numbershark teaches and reinforces 
numeracy in ways which add meaning 
and understanding to numbers.

Numbershark works particularly well on 
the difficulties which lead students to dislike 
maths. It aims to address poor attention 
span and short term memory, to rehearse 
sequencing skills and to promote a sense of 
number.

The program features over 50 games designed to 
give meaning to numbers and number operations. 
They aid the teaching of concepts and provide 
the necessary practice. There is a recommended 
set of games for every topic you choose.

You can quickly find the work you need.  
The 500 number topics are finely graded.

Mental Maths and strategies are well  
addressed at all levels.  

Numbershark covers

Operations + - x ÷

Numbers to 7 digits

Negative numbers 

Common percentages

Fractions & Decimals

Worded problems

Maths Vocabulary 

t 	The variety of games promotes both 
understanding and the memorising of 
number facts as well as the use of  
standard written methods.

t 	The games include practice in different  
aspects of place value, ordering, grouping, 
commutativity, exchange and links  
between operations.

t 	Rods, number line, scale, digits, words, 
abacus, number pad and 100 square show 
numbers in many of their different formats. 

t 	Over 2000 worded problems help put 
numbers into context.
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Praise for Wordshark
“Wordshark has been an integral element of my 
Specialist Literacy programme…Our network 
version enables me to programme for each 
student, and train staff to manage it themselves. 
A brilliant resource!”

Amina Humayun Khan, GEMS Wellington 
International School

“I have been using both Wordshark and 
Numbershark for many years…excellent value, 
great menu of courses with vast amount 
of materials, engaging versatile, fun, with 
opportunities built in for lots of repetition and 
overlearning. Best of all, children love using them!”

Jan Levi, Advisory teacher in SEN, Wortly

“This brilliant program teaches phonics for  
spelling and reading in a fun way… It is a program 
no school and no parent should be without”

Jan Poustie, Editor Solutions

“It is one of those programs that  
teachers instantly recognise as having  
educational integrity”

Educ@Guardian

“Wordshark can be adapted in so many ways to 
suit each individual child. It allows you to set up 
group or individual lists for each child”

Jo Smith, teacher at Bridge and Patrixbourne 
School, Canterbury

Praise for Numbershark
“Numbershark is loved by all my pupils… 
I find it significantly improves their numeracy  
and confidence in using numbers”

Ann Clark, Dyslexia Consultant, Hemel Hempstead

“Really excellent…an enormous range  
from  absolute basics to advanced abstracts.. 
Works right across the age range” 

Comment by contributor to the PATOSS  
resource list

“The records are really useful. They can show  
you in detail what the children are struggling  
with, and what they are succeeding at” 

Lisa Nicholson, Teacher at Livingstone Primary & 
Nursery School, Barnet

“Because of the simple interface these children 
learn to work independently on the computer  
and this enables them to progress without  
extra teaching assistant support… it is the best  
program I have found… I cannot recommend  
it highly enough.” 

Gemma Mcdowell, Teacher, Stroud




